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Committee Mission Statement 

“The NBAA Safety Committee promotes 

safety as the cornerstone value of business 

aviation by identifying significant industry 

risks and serving as a center of expertise on 

a wide range of safety matters.”    

 



Committee Composition 
• Leadership Team 

– Doug Carr / Brian Koester (Staff Liaison) 

– Bill Grimes (Communications) 

– Steve Charbonneau (Vice-Chair) 

– Eric Barfield (Chair) 

  

• Communications Team 

– David Ryan 

– Bill Garvey 

– Debbi Laux 

– Darrin Wargacki 

 

• Safety Data Sourcing Team 

– Marty Grier (Lead) 

– Bob Conyers 

– Roger Salo 

– Larry Karpurk 

– Brian Gavin 

 

• Fatigue Team 

– Leigh White (Lead) 

– Quay Snyder 

– Roger Baker 

– Ed Thayres 

 

 

 

 

 

• Airport Safety Team 

– Gary Cooke / Jim Hosey (Lead) 

– Zane Lambert 

– Cliff Jenkins 

– Russ Lawton 

– Jason Starke 

– Maddie Sharpell 

 

• Training Advisory Subcommittee 

– JR Russell (Lead) 

– Marc Sehrt 

– Ben Kohler 

– Shari Frisinger 

– Nat Iyengar 

– Other SMEs 

 

• Light Business Airplane (LBA)  

– Jim Lara (Lead) 

– Tom Turner  

– Mark Hangen 

–   

• Currently Unassigned 

– Ben Boston 

– Tom Huff 

– Steve Kosiarski  

– George Ferito  

 

 

 

 

 

NBAA Membership Demographics 

Approximately 9000 Members 

4000 are “Operators” 

85% small to medium (majority operate single aircraft) 



Committee Effectiveness 
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“NO CONTACT = NO IMPACT!” 

Committee 
Meetings 

•Annual Risk Assessment (Top Ten List)   FEBRUARY 12-13, 2014 DC 

•Bimonthly Telecons 

•NBAA Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (BACE) 

Working 
Groups 

•Monthly Telecons 

•Collaborate with Subject Matter Experts & Other NBAA Committees 

•Deliverables & Resources 

Membership 
& Industry 

•NBAA Regional Forums, Board Briefings & Year-Round Conferences 

•NBAA Website, Press & Other Industry Publications 

• State and Local Organizations (Safety Days) 



KEY DELIVERABLE 
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Top Ten Safety Focus Areas 

1. Professionalism* 

– Personal as well as organizational 
commitment to operational discipline, 
standards, and continuous 
improvement. 

2. Safety Culture* 

– Entire organization is aligned to fully 
embrace a proactive safety mindset 
supported by a Just Culture and 
evidenced by word and deed. 

3. Airmanship Skills 

– Meaningful training focused upon data-
driven, prevalent risks is the most 
important risk mitigation tool. 

4. Light Business Airplane (LBA) Safety 

– More companies are utilizing light 
airplanes to sustain and grow business, 
often single-pilot and without the 
support of full-time aviation resources. 

5. Talent Pipeline 

– Attraction, developmental mentoring, 
and retention of new professionals who 
can safely maintain, service and fly 
business aviation into the future. 
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6. Impact of Technology  

– The rate of technological developments 
and implementation has increased 
dramatically, challenging the ability to 
adapt or continue with obsolete systems. 

7. Public Policy 

– Legislative decisions and policy making 
at national, state and local levels are 
having detrimental impacts on safety. 

8. Airport Safety 

– Operators need to exercise increased 
vigilance while operating at unfamiliar 
and uncontrolled airports. 

9. Fatigue 

– In order to perform at their best, business 
aviation professionals must manage the 
onset of fatigue while working in a world 
of constantly changing schedules and 
demands. 

10. Task Saturation 

– Too much to do without enough time, 
tools or resources leads to the inability to 
focus on what really matters, often 
precluding appropriate assessment of 
risk as well as proper threat and error 
management. 

 

 

 

*All other areas – and all of our work –  

address these two key issues at some level. 



Business Aviation Safety Domain 
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